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“Go for it!” - Matt Bond, Matt Bond Photography / Productions

No matter how scary it seems - and getting paid to play is pretty scary, mostly
because it’s a huge unknown - give doing the thing you love a go. You don’t have to
dedicate a day or even an hour; just go for it for five minutes. No matter how small, it’s a
start.

What’s the worst that could happen? Ignore the doom-and-gloom scenarios your
brain cooks up for a second and look at it this way: The most likely result of giving it a
go and “it” not working out is that you wind up back where you are. You’ll only be out a
little time and possibly money - and, perhaps, you’ll have eliminated a possibility,
leaving you free to explore others.

And don’t worry if making a thing out of your thing is still scary - Matt Bond still
finds running his photography business scary, but for him, it’s worth it!

“Nothing is so bad that you can’t get by it,” Matt says.
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“Start now!” - Lukas Litzsinger, Designer, Fantasy Flight Games

The longer you wait, says Lukas Litzsinger, the older you get. Even if you’ve no
reason advanced age mightn’t be an issue yet, the responsibilities you’ve chosen to let
into your life - jobs, loans, marriages, mortgages, kids, bills - will pile up on you. Each
one is an excuse to put play off until tomorrow, next week, next month, next year.

Before you know it, you’ll decide that your Big Chance has passed you by; that it’s
time to set aside dreams of following your passion and move on.

That written, I’d like to offer this: Your ship has only sailed when your heart stops
beating for good. There might not always be time, but while you live, it’s never too late.
None of us knows just how little or how much time we have left.

So, no matter how little or much time you reckon you have left, start now!
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“Don't put anything off.” - Saffron Bryant, Fantasy Author

On that subject of the time we have, though, it’s worth considering the case of
Saffron Bryant.

Saffron had had the idea for a fantsy novel since she was fifteen, but concentrated
instead on other priorities, like studying biomedicine. She had plenty of time to do the
novel once school and university was out of the way.

During her biomedicine studies at university, though, doctors discovered a malignant
tumour was growing behind one eye.

She was nineteen years old. 
The confrontation with her own mortality gave Saffon a wake up call, and during the

long process of removing the tumour, she started writing her dream novel. She self-
published, and as of this writing the second book in the Lost Child Saga is available,
with the third and another book in a new realm on its way. 

“You never know,” Saffron says, “you may not get tomorrow or next year.”
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“If you don't know how to start, just begin!” - Jeffrey Rufino, Social Media
Consultant

This is another worry we face - we might stuff our thing up because we don’t know
what we’re doing.

I could trot that Wayne Gretzky quote about missing one hundred percent of the shots
you don’t take out, but we all know there’s a difference between a shot that you never
make and a shot that you get emotionally invested in, only to let yourself (and possibly
your side) down when you fail.

That said, I think that the pain of failure is nothing when you compare it with the
dullness of never having a go.

“Just get out of your comfort zone,” says Jeff!
He has more good news: If you don’t know everything, there are people out there

who will help. We’ll get to that later, in the Share chapter.
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“Just write the damned thing!” - Mur Lafferty, I Should Be Writing

As the host of a podcast aimed at helping wannabe fiction writers achieve their goal
of earning incomes from published, paying work, Mur Lafferty gets a lot of questions
from her audience about just how they should write.

It’s the phenomenon Jeff Rufino talks about in terms of not knowing how to start,
when the worry that you’ll Get It Wrong stops you from Getting It Done. Some call it,
“analysis paralysis.”

Mur’s advice? Just write what you write. It’s called a “first draft” for that reason.
Once you’ve got it all out of your head and onto the page, whether physical or digital,
you can then let your on judgment determine what works and what doesn’t, then redraft
and edit as necessary.

Stop worrying about getting it right and write!
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“Start where you are.” - Catherine Caine, Cash and Joy

Do you ever feel as though you have to make a huge life change before you can start
doing your thing? Quit your day job, re-organise your house to make some work space,
spend lots of money on specialist kit, re-orient your personality in some way?

Here’s some good news: Start doing your thing anyway. Use the time, resources and
mental and emotional resources you already have. Improvise if you need to. If you want
to write, start with a notepad and pen, or a second-hand computer (if you have a smart
phone, a compatible Bluetooth keyboard might do the job). If you want to paint, borrow
your kids’ (or your neighbour’s kids’) water colours and brushes.

If you feel like you need to dedicate huge chunks of time, try doing it for a few
minutes each day.

If you can’t help but want to make a master-work straight off, make the best thing you
can right now and aim to make the next thing better.

The point here is, you probably have more than enough resources at your disposal,
both within and without yourself, to start.
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“Make games.” - Henry Smith, Sleeping Beast Games

Henry Smith is a pretty good example of starting where you are. His advice on
starting seems simple, but when you consider he’s talking about video games, I wouldn’t
be surprised if you’d find the idea intimidating. Games are complex things, right?
Especially nowadays.

Well, while Henry made his career with big-time game studios like BioWare, he
kicked off his career as an independent game maker with the iPad and Android app,
Spaceteam, a game with comparatively simple gameplay and graphics.

“It’s so easy now,” Henry says. “You don’t have to be in the industry.”
If you’re playing games on your PC, take a look at your game’s mod scene, the

community of home designers who change the games you love in all kinds of crazy
ways, on their own time and for no reward, and get involved. There are also lots of free,
powerful development environments available and plenty of on-line tutorials written by
hobbyists and industry experts alike.

Henry also recommends you read others’ source code, the very programming within
the games you love, as a great way to learn how to make good games!
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“Embrace your weird.” - Catherine Caine, Cash And Joy

Have you ever censored an idea because you were afraid it would freak people -
especially those closest to you - out?

Yeah, me too. 
Catherine Caine has made her business all about helping people embrace their weird,

and she make sure to lead by example. Catherine calls herself a “speed-metal Polyanna,”
and though I’m yet to sample her tastes in music, she writes every communique, whether
on her web site, her newsletter or her group forum, as though she’s a Shakespearian ham
and you’re her best damn friend (even if she’s not met you yet).

Just check her site, Cash And Joy, out. You’ll be left in no doubt about the nature of
the person who created and maintains it.

And the great bit? Being her uniquely weird self and helping people find their own
unique weirdness has earned her enough paying customers to cover all her bills.

The only reason she’s taken a service job at the supermarket is to counteract the
solitary nature of running her business from home.

I’d also like to cite the case of Gavin Dunne. Gavin started writing rock songs based
on video games to cheer himself up when his career as a recording and performing
musician seemed to have git a brick wall. Pretty weird, right?

Well, after his first song, “Gordon Freeman Saved My Life,” went viral amongst the
gamer community, Gavin acquired a global fan base that pays the Irishman enough to
keep him in rent, Guinness (sorry if you actually hate the stuff, Gav), new video games
and high-end music kit for his one-man project, Miracle of Sound.

“The gatekeepers are gone,” says Kelly Gurnett of Cordelia Calls It Quits. “Be
yourself and let people find you.”
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“Try it.” - Kelly Gurnett, Cordelia Calls It Quits
“Don't be afraid to experiment.” - Jeremy Judd, DJ and Street Artist

“When you’re starting out,” says Kelly Gurnett, “throw stuff on the wall and see
what sticks.”

Once you’ve embraced your inner weirdo, try some of the crazy ideas you’re letting
yourself think of. Push them further than you otherwise would. Play with what you do,
how you present yourself.

As Kelly notes, the start is a great time to of this because there aren’t that many
people looking. It’s a little easier to give your crazy ideas a fighting chance.

Then, of course, there’s the possibility that one or more of your crazy ideas might
strike a chord with a bunch of people. After all, you never know just what people other
than you will find value in!
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“You are standing on a mountain of knowledge” - Tim Reid, Small Business Big
Marketing

A lot of us underestimate just how much we know. You mightn’t have finished
college and forgot most of what you learned in high school, but you’ve still accrued a ton
of experiences during your life that serve you today.

“Every one of us knows a lot about something,” says Tim Reid, and a great place to
start is your play. What are the skills you employ doing it? How do you get in contact
with other people of similar interest? How do you balance your play time with your other
commitments?

Don’t doubt your knowledge because it’s extremely specialised. While we’re all
unique, we’re still human beings. It’s likely that out there, in the wilds of the Internet,
you’ll find a bunch of people hankering to discover what you know, even if it’s
incredibly niche - 100 different ways to tie shoelaces.

Discovering your own body of knowledge can be tough. “Sometimes when we’re
standing on stuff we can’t see it,” Tim says, likening it to a mountain you’ve just
climbed; your eyes are drawn to the view from the top rather than the mountain you’re
standing on. He suggests: “Listen to what others are saying about what you know.”
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“Experiment and know yourself.” - Vanessa Musi, Edit Bakery

It’s a good idea to experiment more broadly, too. Vanessa Musi tried all kinds of
work related to her passion of baking before she settled in Texas to open the Edit Bakery.
She worked in a school, taught classes, researched and developed products for
companies, worked in catering, started her own catering companies, worked in
restaurants, developed recipe books - she tried almost everything and tried it anywhere,
even working as a chef at the Mexican embassy in Vienna.

Thanks to all that experimentation, Vanessa discovered that she gets her optimal
performance from a six- to eight-hour work day. She hates the twelve- to fifteen-hour
work days in the catering industry and as a result knows to avoid that particular sector.

Try all kinds of things relating to your passion so that you can uncover and define
your natural qualities, then build your playful business to take advantage of them.
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“Come out swinging.” - Kelly Gurnett, Cordelia Calls it Quits

It’s always tempting to hold back a little when you start. After all, who are you? Just
a beginner, that’s who. Why should you expect to be the all-fired, hot-buttered awesome
right out of the starting gate?

Why not?
This is your thing. Yours and nobody else’s. Yet you worry that others will

disapprove because you don’t know (their idea of) your place.
Mind how that worry-about-what-others-will-think-of-you feels. A clutching

sensation around your heart, your lungs, right?
Do you notice how that clutching sensation  makes your stride that little bit tentative?

Saps and spoils the joy of finally starting the thing you dig?
“Be confident,” Kelly Gurnett says. “Let your personality show.”
When Kelly started her web log, Cordelia Calls It Quits, she started writing as

though she already had an audience of thousands of like-minded individuals. She wrote
with the brassy, take-no-prisoners confidence that she loved in the blogs she followed.

“Believe in your voice and believe that people are going to want to hear,” Kelly says.
“Come out with your best and keep going.”
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”Don’t make excuses” - Saffron Bryant, Fantasy Author

Excuses are great things. Neat little shifts of the blame for our not doing something to
a cause outside of ourselves.

It wasn’t my fault. I was too exhausted after a rough day at work to put the time in. I
had to give all my attention to the kids that whole weekend. Something came up. I
couldn’t give it my best.

Have you ever wondered: If I’m making excuses more often than I’m making the
effort to do my thing, is there a deeper reason?

I mentioned Saffron Bryant and how her very, very close brush with death by cancer
prompted her to re-evaluate her priorities and get writing her dream novel. She had
plenty of pretty good excuses before, a degree in biochemistry being one of the biggies.
There’ll be plenty of time later anyway.

Yet when that excuse was taken away, Saffron discovered that she damn well did
want to write that novel before she died.

I’ve been in a similar situation - on the excuses front, anyway. I’ve not had the
experience of fighting a disease that directly threatened my very life. I’d taken a few
punts at writing a novel, yet I couldn’t seem to finish.

“If you haven’t done something,” Saffron says, “it mustn’t be important enough to
make time for.” And in my case, she couldn’t have been more right.

Every time I tried working on plot or structure for what I thought my vocation
(writing a novel) was, I’d get frustrated. Angry. And while I’d resent the things keeping
me away from writing, it was less that I wanted to write a novel and more that I’d
convinced myself that writing a novel was what I should do.

When I took away my excuses and was finally honest with myself about whether I
even wanted to write a novel in the first place, I let myself work on the things I really
wanted to do, the things I do for their own sake, the things that excuses don’t stop me
doing.

So look at your excuses and ask yourself: Am I making excuses because I think there
are other things I should be doing?

Or am I making excuses because there are things I’d rather be doing?
And if you answer “yes” to the latter - well, start on one of those things instead.
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CHAPTER TWO
Keep Going

CHAPTER THREE
Keeping Motivated
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“Make sure what you're looking at interests you.” - Michelle Ward, Entrepreneur

“Passion” gets over-used. You can be led to expect that you need to wait for play that
grabs you by your very soul and drags you into doing it at every opportunity, and that
anything less is ripping yourself off.

Yet sometimes, what you think is passion is actually novelty - the rush of exploring
something unknown to us. Once you start to define and make familiar the new thing, the
“passion” diminishes, and you start wondering whether the thing you thought was your
thing really is.

“If you want to be good you need to put in the time and effort,” says Michelle Ward,
who generates a fully-supporting income from on-line businesses that she started out of
an interest in infant education. “Make sure you’re happy to make a long term
investment.”

In order to keep going, maybe it’s worth looking at what you out your time and effort
into without that rush of novelty. Maybe it’s worth talking about “interest” instead of
passion.

There is absolutely nothing wrong in pursuing something because you’re simply
curious about it. Expanding your knowledge and ability in something can only be of
benefit for when your true passion rolls around - or perhaps it’s an indicator that you’ve
already found it.
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“Have faith in your ability.” - Matt Abercromby

“When you set out on your own you’ll come across a lot of hurdles and nay-sayers,”
Matt Abercromby says. Matt chucked a marketing job with a News Corporation
newspaper in to pursue his longtime dream of acting.

It’s these forces, not so much of criticism - which usually includes information you
can use to improve the craft end of your play - but of doubt, both from without and
within, that tend to derail us. It’s the voice that says not, “These things of what you’re
doing don’t work for me, and here’s why,” but “This thing you’re doing is shit.”

Which we tend to translate as, “You’re shit.”
Even when no one is going out of their way to get in your way, life itself will

sometimes act your enemy. Your transport options vanish right when you have to go out
for a big client meeting, on-site task, interview or audition. An e-mail you’re waiting on
will never arrive, even thought he sender insists he sent it. Your working computer
crashes, taking your most current novel draft with it. 

Moments like this erode our trust in our skills in what we do, that we’ll never get
good enough to attract the people who’ll say, “This is good. This helps me. I want to pay
you for it / more of it.”

Matt suggests that you keep in mind why you started playing; with all the noise from
without and within, it’s easy to forget. If you can’t do a little of what you enjoy doing
into the moment when life seems against you, remember the last time you did, and use
that positive emotion to buoy you past the trouble.

Not only that, but use the joy to remind you that what you do is good, because doing
it helps you be happy. That alone gives it value; the rest, like skill and consistency, will
come with time.
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“Have your shit together.” - Emma “Emazon” Barbato

When I asked Emma Barbato for three pieces of advice for someone starting down
the road toward becoming a coach, she only gave me one. But it’s a good one.

“When you place yourself in a leadership, mentoring or teaching position, every
vulnerability or weakness will be tested,” Emma says.

In her web log posts and online discussions, Emma talks a lot about authenticity; that
willingness to dig past the external standards we place on ourselves (often without
realising) - the shoulds and oughts, if you will - and putting your actual self to work as
yhe generator of your life.

That’s much easier to say than do, of course, because all those shoulds and oughts
often act as armour between yourself and the world. They protect your authentic self
from harm. The only problem is, they also restrict it, constrict it.

Getting rid of that armour is necessary and never more so if you want to help other
people. But it means that life will start hurting more.

But Emma insists that’s the point. “When a challenge punches you, accept it - a part
of you is being authentically tested.

“Do not go in for the wage or the desire - you must be vulnerable. Be humble and
learn what you don’t know yet.”

Another reason to have your shit together is that learning what you need (and what
you need to let go of) can be a long haul. “Training is your apprenticeship,” Emma says.
“Mastery is the next ten years after you finish training.”
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“Stick to it!” - Gavin Lucan, SF&F News Blogger

Gavin Lucan started his science fiction news web log as an e-mail sent out to his
mates. For years it was just something he did every week for a small audience, with no
reward beyond the conversations it started.

Then Gavin parlayed his experience scheduling for Optus into a job with SFTV
Australia, and when his managers discovered his newsletter, they asked whether he’d be
interested in writing for the SFTV web site. He said yes, and for several years Gavin was
“Gavin at SF,” writing The Week In Geek.

While Gavin recently lost his job at SFTV when Foxtel shut it down, he transferred
his web log to a new domain, ShoutyBeardyThing (“Games and Comics and Rock and
Roll - are All My Brain and Body Needs”). It’s once again just a labour of love, but with
his enlarged audience thanks to SFTV, who knows where it could go next?
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“Getting good at writing requires a lot of writing.” - Talitha Kalago, Author

There’s a lot of discussion about just how much practice you need to do in order to be
“good enough.” One idea that occupies a lot of mindshare is that you need to do ten
thousand hours of work on your thing in order to get good.

However, if you do a little homework, you’ll find that the original version of that
idea, as posited by Malcolm Gladwell in his book Outliers, was that the ten thousand
hours requirement wasn’t for getting good; it was for mastery. As in, Tiger Woods, Gary
Kasparov or Beatles-grade, undisputed top-of-your-fieldness.

And if that’s your thing, sir or ma’am, go for it! But before the rest of you start
panicking about how you’ll ever achieve payment for play, remember that you don’t need
to be the top of your field for people to want to pay you for doing your thing.

That doesn’t mean you don’t need to put the work in, though. Talitha Kalago did a
thousand words a day for fifteen years in order to build her skills to the point where she’s
writing novel-grade material under the pen-name Zaide Bishop.
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“If it's something you really want to do, don't give up on it!” - Saffron Bryant, Author

Life gets busy. Emergencies come up. You find yourself putting the time you were
intending to put into working on your dream onto something else tat you need to sort out
Right Now instead.

And you wind up doubting whether you’ll ever get paid to play.
I’ve already written about Saffron Bryant’s juggling of writing a book with studying

biochemistry and battling cancer. Another thing we can apply to our search for income
from joy is that we can make opportunities every day to do our thing, even if it’s only for
a handful of moments in a day.

“If you really love something,” Saffron says, “you’ll find a way to do it!”
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“Look for the positives in everything.” - Matt Bond, Matt Bond Photography /
Productions

One thing a lot of us have trouble with is the here-and-now, especially if we find our
circumstances uncomfortable.

Five years before I spoke with Matt Bond for the podcast, he was working in a
convenience store serving drunks after nights out. I know my immediate internal reaction
was “you poor bugger.” My first paying job was in fresh produce in a supermarket and I
tend to think of it in therms of “having pauid my dues” and “never again.”

Yet Matt told me that has never done a job he didn’t love.
While I still advocate doing as much as you can to change hostile circumstances, one

thing we could all do more often, especially if we want our lives to be more playful, is
look for the positives, reasons to be glad, in your current circumstances.

It can be good practice. Even though Matt Bond is living his dream of making money
through is creative pursuits, he still spends every day in pain, and if there’s one thing that
can consistently sap joy from your life, it’s ongoing and acute physical discomfort. Yet
still, Matt is happy.

 “No matter what it is,” he says, “there’s a bright side.”
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“Mistakes are meant for you to learn from.” - Deji Adiatu

The mistake is perhaps the most overrated thing in life.
I’m as guilty as most at overrating mistakes. When I make one, I feel like taking to

my own head with a crowbar. It’s as though the mistake is an indicator that I’m
incapable, even broken.

Deji reminds me that all mistakes indicate is that none of us are perfect. If we were,
we would be born with the skills, knowledge and self-awareness to start doing what we
love as a vocation immediately.

So be aware of your emotional response to a mistake. Let the emotion happen, then
take some deep breaths and review what you actually did. You’ll discover that the
“mistake” is actually a guide pointing you toward the most correct result for you.

Or, perhaps, that it wasn’t a mistake at all, Instead, it could be a revelation of your
own way of doing things. It only seems like a mistake because it doesn’t match up with
what everyone else has told you about how things are meant to work.

“Don’t rest on your laurels.” - Gavin Lucan, SF&F News blogger

There’s a flip-side to making mistakes, and that’s when you don’t think you’ve made
any. I know it’s tempting to look at something you made without encountering many, if
any, difficulties, and think that you’ve discovered the formula to success.

The trouble with that idea is twofold:
Firstly, there’s a reason why “formulaic” is used as a negative adjective. If something

is the same as, or similar enough to, another thing, why should somebody buy both
things?

Secondly, it leads to stagnation, boredom. Cranking out stuff by a formula every day
could turn your Passion into another Day Job.

Keep reviewing the work you’ve just finished for ways you can improve the next lot
of work. “Just because you’ve done something really good,” Gavin says, “doesn’t mean
you can’t do something better next time!”
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“No regrets.” - Deji Adiatu, Actor and Employment Consultant

If there’s one thing that keeps us back from being paid to play, it’s looking back at
what we’ve done before and lamenting the mistakes we made, the time we wasted.

I sometimes wonder whether we secretly believe we have access to a time machine.
It’s the only reason I can think of for all our regrets. We’re trying to motivate ourselves
into getting up off our arses and getting access to that time machine so that we can give
our younger, pre-thing-we-regret selves a quick talking to, thus fixing all our problems
before they happened.

“Forget yesterday,” says Deji Adiatu. He knows that there’s no such thing as a time
machine, which means all our thinking about how we stuffed up and how we coould fix
it if we just had the chance is burning time that we could be using on other things.

On those other things, Deji says, “Look for tomorrow by making a difference now.
“Do one thing you know you want to continue tomorrow.”
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“Channel your path.” - Deji Adiatu, Actor and Employment Consultant

The curse of getting paid to play is that each of has so, so many ways to play, and
when we engage that desire, we’re spoiled for choice!

And as a result, between having so amny options and paralysing ourselves through
trying to analyse each of them in order to find the “best” - we end up doing nothing.

Deji suggests that we pick one thing at a time. Instead of trying to find the best, just
go with the most comfortable one. Trying anything else could well lead to early burn-out.

Once you’ve chosen that thing, commit to it 100% and give it everything until you’ve
mastered it.

NOTE: Be willing to set your own terms for “mastery;” the dreaded “ten thousand
hours” trap could result in you pursuing perfection so hard that your play stops being
playful. I suggest a yardstick of whether (a) people are paying you what you consider a
fair price for your play, and (b) both you and your customers are satisfied with the
products of your play.

 Once you’ve mastered one, Deji suggests, then you can start something new. That’s
when you actually get into multitasking; doing one thing in a reliable routine while you
fiddle with and adapt to the new thing.
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“The thing you're creating isn't necessarily yours.” Andrew Navaro, Art Director,
Fantasy Flight Games

There’s a natural tendency to be protective of your play. If you’re doing it right, then
it’s something that comes from within you, that’s yours, that speaks to others of the
creator that you are. To paraphrase Dr. Seuss, there’s nobody out there more you-er than
you, and there’s no one else who could create exactly the same things you create.

The trouble comes from the fact that you’re not just playing for you. You’re playing
for, and sometimes with, others. That means you need to keep them in mind, whether as
the audience of your product once you’ve completed it or as the fellow members of a
team building something that your play is going to be a part of.

When you’re just doing your thing, you can get used to creating for people who are
happy to simply have what you’ve made, especially if they can’t do it themselves. Once
you start doing it professionally, though, you have to compromise between playing the
way you want it and playing to serve the needs of the people paying you.

That means being willing to accept feedback and constructive criticism - which may
mean having to accept scrapping what you’ve done and starting from scratch again. And
if you’re serving someone else’s creative vision, you’re not likely to get it right the first
time.

As art director for Fantasy Flight Games, Andrew Navaro has plenty of experience in
both creating art and governing the work of several people in the service of a product.
“Let go of attachment,” he says. “Realise that your work is part of a bigger thing.”
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“Be passionate about what you do!” - Jesse Kuch, Entertainment Editor, The Cairns
Post

“If you go for a job you’re not interested in it shows from the moment you walk in,”
says Jesse Kuch, who turned his passion for musical entertainment into a full-time job as
entertainment editor of The Cairns Post.

It’s tempting to aim for a job or vocation because of its material or social benefits.
Enough money to support the lifestyle you think you deserve (or have built for yourself
but can’t bankroll right yet). Being the center of attention for a while. Including (insert
awesome job title here) on your business card. Even just doing the thing you think you
should be doing, even though it’s not really your thing.

Unfortunately - or perhaps fortunately - it doesn’t work out for the best. “You can tell
when someone’s in it for the perks rather than the love of the work,” Jesse says.

“You’re making it harder for the people who want it.”
When you’re aiming to get paid to play, give yourself permission to just jam on what

you dig, even if it’s not something that fits  “If you love it, it shows and the work will
come eventually!”
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CHAPTER FOUR
Share
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“Get involved with others.” - Jeremy Judd, DJ and Street Artist

It’s an odd paradox. There’s no one else who can play the way you can, no one else
who can make the things you make.

Yet it’s also damned tough doing things on your own.
In Jeremy Judd’s opinion, not a lot comes of flying solo. “Working alone will get you

somewhere,” he says, “but working with others gets things done a lot quicker.”
Some tend to look at working with others as an aid to yoru own work in terms of

accountability - having to explain yourself to people if you slack off - but Jeremy frames
getting involved with others in terms of drive, inspiration and fun. “You want to get into
it more,” he says.
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“Network.” - Kelly Gurnett, Cordelia Calls It Quits

So how do you get involved with others?
“Comment, retweet,” says Kelly. “Make yourself known.”
Simple, eh? Onto the next - okay, okay. Just joking. It’s never that simple - yet, at the

same time, it’s easier than you might think.
If you’ve been playing for any length of time, you likely know where people who dig

what you dig hang out; clubs, forums, personal web logs. Go to those places and reach
out to the people there. Call the club and find out when their next meeting is, then carve
that time out of your diary.

Introduce yourself on a forum, then start a new topic on something that interests you
or weigh in on a current one.

Spread the word on stuff that catches your interest, and if you’re doing it online, flag
the creator. That way, he or she will have a chance to find out who you are.

Kelly goes on to say, “Get out and make friends!” As a result of her own outreach
efforts, Kelly now has a network of over one hundred friends across the globe who
believe as she does, a network that’s proven invaluable to her in terms of finding work.
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“Ask for help!” - Gerlinda Aras, Mirror Image Consultations

Asking another person to help me with my endeavours is always scary. When I
consider approaching someone in a field of interest for help, I worry about impinging on
that person’s free time - or even their un-free time, especially if that person otherwise
charges for coaching services.

“It’s amazing where asking gets you,” says Gerlinda Aras, and with each episode of
the Paid to Play Podcast I’ve discovered just how right she is.

Every epsiode started with me asking someone for help. I’ve posted thirty-three of
them at the time of this writing (including Gerlinda’s own episode). They’re the vast
majority of the requests I’ve sent out, and even the declines have been polite.

“They might say no today,” Gerlinda goes on, “but that doesn’t mean it’s a no
tomorrow. Don’t stop asking for help!”
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“Advertise well before you open.” - Leigh dall'Osto, Plan B Cafe

It almost seems a contradiction in terms, and it’s one that I’ve struggled with. How do
you advertise something that doesn’t even exist yet?

When Leigh was promoting Plan B, she already had the facilities and was in the
process of turning what was once an infant product retail store into a family- and
community-friendly cafe. It was less of an issue of commitment - though committed to
the project Leigh undoubtedly was - and more that she was making concrete and
continuing progress on something she loved.

A lot of us fear what might happen if we start work on a project only to leave it
before it’s completed. We worry that we’ll get caught by someone asking “How’s that
coming along?” when all we have to say is, “I haven’t done anything on that in weeks /
months / years.” We’ll look flighty, like flakes or frauds.

The good news is, a play-based project is something you’re more likely to keep going
on than most of the projects we work on, which are imposed from the outside, by
schoolteachers and managers at the Day Job.

The other good news is that, once people get interested in and excited about what
you’re doing, their interest and excitement can feed your own interest in and excitement
for your own work.

So start talking your project up whenever you get the chance. Odds are, when
someone asks you, “How are you going with it?” you’ll have an interesting reply - and
by the time your thing launches, you’ll have a bunch of folks queueing at your doors!
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“Always be honest with your customer.” - Leigh dall’Osto, Plan B Cafe

Once you’re underway on your thing, mistakes, whether yours or someone else’s, are
bound to affect your play. When it happens, it’s tempting to cover them over, pretend
nothing’s wrong.

The thing is, your customers will find out. Whether it’s because you can’t provide
something they were relying on you for or just because the quality of your play slips that
little bit because pretending everything was okay took some measure of energy away
from playing, they’ll know something’s up.

Leigh Dall’Osto offers the example of a store’s EFTPOS electronic payment facility
being unavailable. It doesn’t matter whether the phone company accidentally put a
backhoe through your land line, the bank you go through is having issues or you just
forgot to pay the right bill this month, your customers are making purchasing decisions
base don what they know of your current capabilities. You need to let your customers
know as soon as they walk through your door (and before, if possible) that your payment
facility is down and they’ll need to pay in cash today.

Your customers - the ones you’ll want back through the doors, at least - aren’t
expecting perfection from you. Treat them and their investment of their time with you
with respect and they’ll respect you enough to go out of their own way.

Choose to keep them in the dark, though, and they could quite justly decide to take
their business elsewhere.
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This text started as part of a marketing strategy. I wanted to have something to give to
people who signed up for the mailing list of The Society for Doing Things and the Paid
to Play Podcast, both as an enticement and as a reward.

But I don’t believe in just throwing something together. There’s one piece of advice I
(try my best to) live by every day, and that’s to start as I mean to continue. I want to
make a go of earning your money through doing things that genuinely help you, and I
can’t see how starting by offering you something that doesn’t matter to me can continue
to anything truly rewarding in the long term.

So what can I, someone who, as of this writing in April 2014, has made some initial
progress in getting paid to play but whose journey is a long way from his destination,
offer you?

I can offer you this collection of wisdom from thirty-two fellow journeymen and
women, distilled down to these three things:

You can make a start. It’s simultaneously the easiest and hardest part of the process,
because while doing your thing may come naturally, doing your thing with intent - with
the idea of creating something that has value to you and to others - requires a leap of
faith, an extending of trust to yourself, and that’s uncomfortable.

You can keep going. It’s easy to let your thing fall by the wayside before it’s done, to
slip back into that comfort zone of the devil you know. But you can keep yourself
motivated while still respecting that doing your thing means, to an extent, treating it like
a Job, a word we’re normally trying to avoid. Work on your thing with the passion you
had when you started, but take stock of your situation, your resources and the odds of
your success and adapt accordingly - or don’t. Maybe you’re the person who’ll prove
conventional wisdom - even amongst the unconventionals - wrong. But know why
you’re doing it your way rather than pushing along blindly.

You can share your thing. Not just at the end of the process, when it’s done and
you’re ready to publish and move on to the next thing, but also while you’re working on
it. You’re most likely going to need help with those areas of your project where your
skills aren’t quite up to your vision, whether it’s getting someone to teach you those
skills or outsourcing those parts of the work to skilled people.

And the good bit is, people are willing to help you. Thirty-two people from
everywhere gave of their time and wisdom to help me create the episodes of the Paid to
Play Podcast that this book is drawn from. They could have said no - and there are a few
folks I’ve contacted who have - but instead they chose to help someone who had little to
offer in return, not even a sizable audience to spread their product to. They chose to pay
their experiences forward to both myself and to you.

So put this book down and start. Then keep going. Then share what you’ve done
when it feels right, when you need help or when the thing is ready to find its audience or
customers.

And above all, always remember to go play.
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